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Abstract
Much of our knowledge of the world depends on learning associations (e.g., face-name), for which 
the hippocampus (HPC) and prefrontal cortex (PFC) are critical. HPC-PFC interactions have 
rarely been studied in monkeys, whose cognitive/mnemonic abilities are akin to humans. Here, we 
show functional differences and frequency-specific interactions between HPC and PFC of 
monkeys learning object-pair associations, an animal model of human explicit memory. PFC 
spiking activity reflected learning in parallel with behavioral performance, while HPC neurons 
reflected feedback about whether trial-and-error guesses were correct or incorrect. Theta-band 
HPC-PFC synchrony was stronger after errors, was driven primarily by PFC to HPC directional 
influences, and decreased with learning. In contrast, alpha/beta-band synchrony was stronger after 
correct trials, was driven more by HPC, and increased with learning. Rapid object associative 
learning may occur in PFC, while HPC may guide neocortical plasticity by signaling success or 
failure via oscillatory synchrony in different frequency bands.
Introduction
Most neurophysiological studies of PFC-HPC interactions have examined spatial memory in 
rodents. It seems clear, especially in primates, that the HPC and PFC have broader roles 
including non-spatial explicit (declarative) memory. HPC damage causes deficits in non-
spatial associative learning, if implicit memory (familiarity, priming) cannot be used1–3. 
Likewise, PFC damage impairs explicit non-spatial associative memories, sparing implicit 
memory4,5. Human imaging shows activation of both areas during associative memory6,7. In 
rodents, there is theta synchrony between the PFC and HPC during spatial memory 
performance8,9 and high-frequency ripple synchrony during subsequent sleep10, thought to 
reflect the HPC acquiring spatial information and then integrating it into cortical networks 
for long-term storage. A similar relationship is assumed for non-spatial memories11, but this 
has not been tested in primates. Here, we provide evidence that instead, in monkeys, non-
spatial associations are acquired by the PFC. In contrast, HPC activity is consistent with the 
idea that it provides learning-related frequency-specific feedback to the PFC.
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Results
Paired associate learning task and behavioral results
We trained two adult rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) to perform an object paired-
associate learning task. The monkeys learned—through trial-and-error—four novel 
associations between arbitrary pairs of objects in each experimental session (Fig. 1a and b). 
Each of four cue objects (C’s in Fig. 1a) was randomly paired with one of two associate 
objects (A1 or A2). This 4-to-2 mapping encourages prospective recall of the associate12 and 
distinguished neural activity to the cue from retrieval of its associate. Monkeys routinely 
learned associations within a few hundred trials (Fig. 1c; 313 of 348 associations learned to 
criterion), but measures of motivation, arousal, and motor function changed little with 
learning (Supplementary Fig. 1). Multiple microelectrodes were lowered daily into lateral 
prefrontal cortex and hippocampus (Fig. 2), and each recorded spiking and LFP signals 
while the monkeys performed the paired-associate learning task.
PFC and HPC neurons reflect learned associations and trial outcomes
With learning, PFC neurons increasingly showed activity after the cue that anticipated its 
paired associate, with an across-trial progression similar to the improvement in performance 
(example single neuron: Supplementary Fig. 2a and b; population summary: Fig. 3a; 
Spearman’s ρ= 0.59 with cue-epoch spike rate, p = 0.04, 2-sided permutation test). 
However, while HPC neuronal activity conveyed sensory signals reflecting the cue object 
(Supplementary Fig. 3), it did not reflect learning of the paired associate and showed no 
correlation with behavior (ρ = −0.21, p = 0.73). Instead, HPC reflected the trial outcome 
after the feedback (reward vs. no-reward) about whether the behavioral response was correct 
or incorrect. This effect was stronger in the HPC than the PFC (example single neuron: 
Supplementary Fig. 2c and d; population summary: Fig. 3b; p = 0.049; 2-way area × 
learning-stage permutation ANOVA), and within HPC, stronger in the output subregions 
(CA1, subiculum) than locally-projecting subregions (CA3, dentate gyrus; p ≤ 10−4; 
Supplementary Fig. 4a). With learning, HPC activity shifted from stronger activation after 
incorrect to correct outcomes (Fig. 3c; p = 0.027, 2-sided permutation test on early vs. late 
learning stages [first vs. last third of learning trials], with number of incorrect vs. correct 
trials matched across learning; see Methods). This shift was present in HPC output 
subregions (p = 0.005; Supplementary Fig. 4b), but not local-projection subregions (p = 
0.83; subregion × learning-stage interaction: p = 0.04), which may be related to a 
corresponding shift in communication between the HPC and PFC described below.
The learning-related change in HPC outcome bias could reflect either a sign-flip in the 
preference of individual neurons from incorrect to correct trials, or just a relative modulation 
of neurons whose outcome preference is consistent throughout learning (broadly analogous 
to the distinction between “global remapping” and “rate remapping” in rodent hippocampal 
place cells13). To distinguish between these possibilities, we trained a linear (logistic 
regression) classifier to discriminate correct vs. incorrect trials based on HPC activity early 
in learning, and asked whether the trained classifier weights transferred to predict trial 
outcome late in learning. The preference-flip model predicts early-learning-derived weights 
and late-learning activity will have largely opposing outcome preferences, and will thus 
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produce prediction accuracy near (or below) chance. We instead found that an early-learning 
trained classifier predicted the outcome on 79% of late-learning trials, comparable to 89% 
for a classifier both trained and tested on (distinct) late-learning trials. This provides 
evidence that the observed shift with learning reflects modulation of a largely invariant 
hippocampal neural code for trial outcome (cf. Supplementary Fig. 2d).
Band-specific PFC-HPC synchrony reflects trial outcome and learning
We examined outcome-related neural communication using synchrony (phase-locking) 
between local field potentials (LFPs; Fig. 3a) recorded after the behavioral response and 
feedback. This revealed PFC-HPC synchrony in two frequency bands: a shorter latency 
theta-band (~2–6 Hz) synchrony and longer latency alpha/low-beta band (~9–16 Hz) 
synchrony. Alpha/beta synchrony was stronger after correct trials; theta synchrony was 
stronger after incorrect trials (Fig. 4a–c). Though PFC-HPC synchrony was present before 
the behavioral response, it did not robustly reflect trial outcome (Supplementary Fig. 5). 
Theta synchrony following incorrect outcomes decreased with learning (Fig. 4d and e; p ≤ 
10−4), while alpha/beta synchrony following correct outcomes increased with learning (p = 
5×10−4, 2-sided permutation test on early vs. late learning). While the theta effect was 
similar across HPC subregions, the alpha/beta increase with learning only occurred for 
synchrony between PFC and HPC output subregions (Supplementary Fig. 6). Thus, with 
learning, there was a shift in PFC-HPC synchrony from theta toward higher frequencies, 
paralleling the shift in HPC spiking activity from incorrect to correct trials (see above).
We also examined within-area LFP phase-locking and power. While within-PFC synchrony 
followed a similar pattern to between-area synchrony (Supplementary Fig. 7), intra-
hippocampal synchrony exhibited a distinct pattern in which theta synchrony increased—
rather than decreased—with learning. This indicates the observed learning-related 
synchrony changes do not simply reflect state changes with global effects. LFP power, 
reflecting local synchrony, exhibited a pattern broadly similar to cross-area synchrony 
(Supplementary Fig. 8), as would be expected from an interacting system with causal links 
between local and long-range synchrony. Outcome selectivity in cross-area synchrony could 
not, however, be fully attributed to local power differences, as it remained significant even 
when band-specific power was balanced across correct and incorrect trials (P ≤ 10−4 for 
both frequency bands, 1-sample bootstrap test; Supplementary Fig. 9a).
Band-specific directionality of PFC-HPC causal influence
Theta and alpha/beta synchrony differed in the direction of putative causal influence. For 
theta frequencies, the phase of HPC LFPs lagged behind PFC (Fig. 5a; mean rel. phase = 
39°; p ≤ 10−4; bootstrap test vs. zero phase lag), consistent with a PFC to HPC 
directionality; the reverse was true for alpha/beta frequencies (−13.5°; p ≤ 10−4). We 
confirmed this using generalized partial directed coherence (GPDC), a frequency-domain 
analog of Granger causality that measures the degree to which signals can predict each 
other’s future values. It also revealed oscillatory interactions in the theta and alpha/beta 
bands (Fig. 5b), with stronger theta influence (dashed lines) from PFC to HPC (p = 0.01) 
and stronger alpha/beta influence (solid lines) from the HPC to PFC (p ≤ 10−4, direction 
factor in 2-way causal direction × trial outcome permutation ANOVA). These differences 
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remained significant when band-specific LFP power was balanced across correct and 
incorrect trials (P ≤ 10−4 for both frequency bands, direction factor in 2-way causal direction 
× trial outcome permutation ANOVA); Supplementary Fig. 9b), indicating that the observed 
directionality cannot be explained by differences in local power. As above, theta and alpha/
beta interactions were stronger for incorrect and correct trials, respectively (p ≤ 10−4 for 
both; Fig. 5b). With learning, there were significant decreases in incorrect-reflecting PFC to 
HPC theta influences (Fig. 5c and d; p = 0.021) and correct-reflecting HPC to PFC alpha/
beta influences (p = 0.04, 2-sided permutation test on early vs. late learning) suggesting 
these interactions may be most important during the early stages of learning. In contrast, 
initially weak PFC to HPC alpha/beta influences reflecting correct outcomes increased with 
learning (p ≤ 10−4), eventually becoming even stronger than the HPC to PFC direction (p = 
10−3; interaction in 2-way causal-direction × learning-stage permutation ANOVA).
Discussion
These results suggest different roles and interactions between the PFC and HPC during 
object associative learning. Only PFC neurons showed neural correlates of learning the 
paired associates. The HPC was more engaged when feedback was given about whether the 
trial was correct or incorrect. Early in learning, incorrect outcomes activated HPC neurons 
and promoted cross-area theta synchrony with a stronger influence from the PFC to the 
HPC. Correct outcomes, in contrast, promoted alpha/beta-band synchrony that was initially 
stronger in the HPC to PFC direction. But as learning progressed, correct outcomes 
increasingly evoked PFC to HPC alpha/beta-band influences and HPC neuronal spiking. 
This shift in HPC outcome coding (and other properties; Supplementary Fig. 10) 
distinguishes it from unipolar positive and negative reward-prediction-error signals in the 
midbrain dopaminergic nuclei14 and lateral habenula15, respectively. It may, however, 
reflect a functional shift in the importance of negative and positive feedback. Early in trial-
and-error learning, errors provide critical information about which pairs of objects should 
not be associated. But once associations are learned, errors are more likely to simply reflect 
lapses in response inhibition or attention rather than true errors of associative choice. In 
contrast, positive feedback following correct trials16, and the likely resulting dopamine 
release in hippocampus17, have been shown to preferentially enhance long-term 
consolidation of new learning. Thus, the shift in HPC bias from incorrect to correct 
outcomes as learning progresses is consistent with a transition from neural signals that 
support acquisition to those that promote consolidation.
The HPC is critical for formation of explicit memories. Rodent neurophysiological studies 
suggest it acquires spatial memories and consolidates them in the neocortex, including 
PFC8,10 The primate HPC shows rapid activity changes related to spatial associative 
learning18. But the HPC is also known to be critical for non-spatial memory in rodents11,19 
and especially in primates, where it plays a general role in explicit memory formation1,3. 
Lesion studies have suggested that perirhinal cortex—part of the medial temporal lobe 
system3 that includes the HPC—may be more critical for object associative learning than the 
HPC19,20, and neural correlates of object associations have been seen in perirhinal, 
prefrontal, and inferotemporal cortex12,21–23. However, these studies examined associations 
that were familiar or learned gradually (over days or weeks), situations known to favor 
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neocortical representation. Our results suggest that rapid acquisition of object associations 
also occurs in the neocortex, not the HPC, perhaps particularly the PFC given its importance 
for behavioral flexibility. Object associations may lack the context required for explicit HPC 
representation24.
Both the HPC and PFC signal trial outcome, differentiating between correct and error 
trials25,26. Our results suggest this information is communicated between HPC and PFC via 
synchrony at different frequencies: theta for incorrect and alpha/beta for correct. Human and 
animal studies suggest that oscillatory activity is associated with memory encoding and 
retrieval27–29, as well as other cognitive processes30–32. Higher frequency (gamma) 
oscillations are thought to underlie the transient formation of local neuronal ensembles, 
while lower frequencies may recruit larger networks due to their longer integration 
times31,33,34. Thus, the lower frequency (theta and alpha/beta) synchrony we observed may 
reflect formation of larger networks connecting PFC, HPC, and likely many other cortical 
and subcortical structures. Further experimentation will be necessary to delineate the extent 
of these networks and dissect out how each of their nodes function in learning. Human EEG 
also shows theta oscillations with a frontal source reflecting conflict or error35; our results 
suggest these oscillations are propagated to hippocampus during learning. We did not, 
however, observe the sustained bouts of theta oscillations typically seen in locomoting 
rodents8,9,36; it remains an open question whether our theta-band synchrony reflects a 
distinct or related phenomenon.
But what computational role might these particular frequencies have? Growing evidence 
suggests beta oscillations are ideal for maintaining active cell assemblies and their 
associated cognitive states37. This hypothesis is consistent with the idea that alpha/beta 
oscillations might have a role in maintaining neural representations active during correct 
associations. Studies of synaptic plasticity have also shown that low-frequency synaptic 
stimulation fosters long-term depression, while high-frequency stimulation fosters long-term 
potentiation38, with the crossover point at ~8–10 Hz. PFC-HPC theta interactions may 
therefore have weakened synapses active during incorrect associations, while alpha/beta 
interactions strengthened those active for the correct associations.
In sum, these observations show that rapid formation of non-spatial associations may occur 
within the PFC, not the HPC. The main role of the HPC appears to be signalling trial 
outcome, signals which are communicated with PFC via band-specific oscillatory synchrony 
and may be involved in guiding neocortical learning. The results also provide further 
support for the idea that synchrony in different frequency bands may have functionally 
different roles in neural communication30,34.
Methods and any associated references are available in the Supplementary Materials.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Paired-associate learning task
(a) Task design. Each session, four objects were designated as cue objects; each was 
arbitrarily paired with one of two associate objects. (b) Task trial sequence. After central 
fixation, a cue object was followed by a short delay and a choice object. If it was that cue’s 
paired associate, monkeys had to saccade to a target (whose varied location was not task-
relevant); otherwise, they were required to withhold response through another delay until the 
correct associate was presented. Correct choices were rewarded with juice; incorrect choices 
resulted in no reward and were signaled by a red error screen and 3-second “time-out”. Task 
period durations given in ms below panels (RT: reaction time). (c) Learning performance. 
Shaded area: mean ± SD of percent correct performance across all 348 associations (87 
sessions), plotted as a function of the percentile of each session’s trials (mean ± SD trials per 
session: 1117 ± 125). Blue curve: average sigmoidal learning curve fit to each association. 
White dot: mean ± SD of fit curve centers.
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Figure 2. Prefrontal and hippocampal recording locations
(a) Prefrontal recording sites in two monkeys, “Jo” and “Lu”, projected onto a tangential 
MRI slice. Each dot represents a location where neurons were recorded. Recordings spanned 
a broad region of dorsolateral and ventrolateral PFC (including parts of areas 46, 45, and 8). 
(b) Hippocampal recording sites, plotted on an anterior-to-posterior series of coronal MRI 
slices (labeled with mm relative to interaural line along the anterior-posterior axis). Dark 
blue: locally-projecting subregions (dentate gyrus, CA3, CA2). Light blue: output 
subregions (CA1, subiculum). Recordings spanned all subregions of the anterior ~3/4 of the 
hippocampal formation. (c) Hippocampal neurons exhibit characteristic bursty firing. 
Population mean (± SEM) interspike interval (ISI) histograms showing the probability of 
each ISI averaged across all PFC (red) and HPC (blue) putative principal neurons (putative 
fast-spiking interneurons were discriminated based on spike waveform and firing rate and 
excluded from this plot). Inset: population mean (± SEM) spike bursting index39—the 
fraction of each neuron’s ISIs < 20 ms. Both plots illustrate the distinctive burstiness of 
hippocampal neurons in comparison to neocortical neurons.
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Figure 3. Prefrontal neurons reflect learned associations; hippocampal neurons reflect trial 
outcome
(a) Mean percent of variance explained (PEV) by learned associate objects in PFC (left; n = 
319 neurons) and HPC (right; n = 199) spiking activity, plotted across time after cue onset 
and learning trials. Bias correction results in negative values for some trials/times where 
values are less than expected based on selectivity for random combinations of cue objects 
(see Methods). Gray bars: analytical epochs focusing on cue and delay periods. Insets: 
behavioral (gray) and neural “learning curves”—mean cue-epoch PEV across trials. Only 
PFC shows learning of associates in parallel with behavior. (b) Mean percent of variance in 
PFC (top) and HPC (bottom) neurons explained by trial outcome (correct vs. incorrect), 
plotted across time after outcome feedback (reward vs. no-reward) for early, middle, and 
late learning stages (light-to-dark colors). Gray bars: analytical epochs focusing on transient 
responses to outcome feedback and sustained activity during the inter-trial interval (ITI). 
Outcome is represented more strongly in HPC in the outcome feedback epoch. (c) Mean bias 
(signed PEV; see Methods) in PFC (top) and HPC (bottom) neurons for correct (positive 
values) vs. incorrect (negative) outcomes, as a function of time and learning stages. HPC 
shifts from incorrect to correct outcomes with learning. Though there is a significant area × 
learning-stage interaction (p = 0.03), PFC shows no significant change with learning (p = 
0.3).
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Figure 4. Hippocampal-prefrontal oscillatory synchrony carries learning-related information 
about trial outcome
(a) Example LFPs from a pair of sites in HPC (blue) and PFC (red) following a correct (top) 
and an incorrect (bottom) trial. Lighter colors: raw LFPs; darker colors: LFPs filtered within 
the 9–16 Hz (top) and 2–6 Hz (bottom) bands. (b) Mean synchrony (± SEM) between HPC 
and PFC LFPs, plotted as a function of frequency, following correct (green) and incorrect 
(brown) outcomes. Synchrony is computed as the across-trial phase-locking value (PLV), 
calculated within the feedback and ITI epochs (100–1725 ms after outcome feedback), and 
is averaged across all 970 electrode pairs and sessions. Dashed curves: mean synchrony (± 
SEM) expected by chance (based on shuffling HPC and PFC signals across trials), which is 
nearly identical across trial outcome and frequency. (c) Mean z-scored difference in HPC-
PFC synchrony (dPLV) between correct and incorrect trials, plotted as spectrograms across 
time and frequency. Theta-band (dashed rectangle) and alpha/beta-band (solid rectangle) 
synchrony were stronger for incorrect and correct outcomes, respectively. (d) Mean dPLV 
as a function of learning (bottom to top: early, middle, and late learning stages). (e) 
Summary of synchrony learning effects—mean dPLV (± SEM) pooled within the alpha/
beta-band (top) and theta-band (bottom; note that higher values in this plot reflect stronger 
negative PLV differences) regions of interest, as a function of learning stage. Theta 
(incorrect) synchrony decreases with learning, while alpha/beta (correct) increases.
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Figure 5. Stronger theta PFC→HPC directional influence; stronger HPC→PFC alpha/beta 
influence
(a) Angular histograms of mean PFC-HPC LFP phase lag (n = 970 electrode pairs), pooled 
within alpha/beta-band (top) and theta-band (bottom) regions of interest. Colored tick marks 
indicate mean across all pairs. HPC leads for alpha/beta frequencies, while PFC leads for 
theta. (b) Frequency-domain directional influences (generalized partial directed coherence; 
GPDC) from PFC to HPC (left; n = 970 electrode pairs) and from HPC to PFC (right; n = 
970), following correct (top) and incorrect (bottom) trials. GPDC is plotted as spectrograms 
across time and frequency. Overall, alpha/beta-band influences (solid rectangles) are 
stronger from HPC to PFC and for correct, while theta-band influences (dashed rectangles) 
are stronger from PFC to HPC and for incorrect trials. (c) Cross-area directional influences 
across learning. Selectivity for trial outcome is quantified by the difference in directional 
strength (GPDC) between correct and incorrect outcomes, and is plotted separately for each 
direction (PFC→HPC, left; HPC→PFC, right) and learning stage (bottom to top). (d) 
Summary of learning effects: mean difference (correct – incorrect) in causal influence (± 
s.e.m.) pooled in the alpha/beta-band (top) and theta-band (bottom) regions of interest, as a 
function of learning stage. With learning, theta interactions showed a decreasing trend, 
whereas alpha/beta interactions shifted from a HPC→PFC to PFC→HPC directionality.
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